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Abstract

Watching films or motion pictures is an important entertainment
culture such that the film industry becomes more complex and un-
predictable nowadays. After sucessfully syncroning sound and frames
of film in 1927[10], Bambi (1942) had a huge progress in making an
animation film during World War II. Since then, as the advancement
of technology and the development of filming techniques, the movie
industry has grown rapidly and vastly in the following 70 years. Now,
to play a piece of work to audiences, we have to go through a lot of
processes with all kinds of efforts. Thus, to have better prediction of
the possible profit of our work, then it may encourage the production
companies to invest in such movies. In this thesis, we discuss the
trend of genre and other information via exploration data, and data
visualization, and then propose a prediction method for the potential
profit of movies before investing more resources. Besides this main
goal – predicting movie profits, we also discuss how to have a novel
recommendation system via modifying the ideas of the blog post as
potential future studies.

Keywords: MovieLens Dataset, Machine Learning, Recommendation
System, Exploratory Data Analysis
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摘摘摘要要要

隨著電影成為重要的娛樂文化，在今日，電影產業已經成長得相當
龐大以及難以預測。自從電影在1927年，聲音以及影像能被同步，
到小鹿斑比(1942)以動畫電影在第二次世界大戰期間取得巨大的成
功。在往後的70年間，隨著科技的進步以及拍攝手法的發展，電影
產業成長的速度極為快速，今日，一部電影需要經過極大的努力以
及許多的手續，才能被大眾觀賞。因此若我們能精準的預測一部作
品的利潤，則能更好的說服製片公司能投資龐大的金錢以製作出好
電影。在本篇論文，我們會透過資料探索以及資料視覺化探討電影
類別的趨勢，然後提出一個方法，在投入那些巨大努力之前，來預
測電影利潤。除利預測利潤這個主要目標之外，我們還會基於一個
部落格文章的想法做修改，提出一個建造推薦系統的方法。

關鍵詞：MovieLens 資料集, 機器學習, 推薦系統, 探索性資料分析
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1 Introduction
To successfully produce a movie, and play it on theaters, takes tons of effort
and a lot of financial support of the modern film industry. Hence, if we can
establish a method to roughly predict movies’ profit before making movies,
then it may prevent bad investigation. MovieLens dataset contains some
detail for movies. If we manage to establish an acceptable method for pre-
dicting, we shall understand that whether a movie will be profitable before
investing money in it. Also, if movie producers would like to make a movie,
they may want to know which kind of genres usually labeled together. To
get a higher profit, they shall decide whether the movie plot should com-
bine what kind of elements to reach their goal. To make profits prediction
accuracy higher, we want more useful information as possible. We shall
use data visualization to find which tag that users made will be related to
movie profits. At the same time, we shall propose a recommendation sys-
tem that works. We notice that there is a blog post about recommending
a beer dataset, we thought that can be used on MovieLens dataset as well.
Since our main work is to predict profits for movies, we shall just propose a
modified method, and make a comparison to the original method. With the
methods we propose in the following chapters, we can see our results as a
good reference to evaluate the performance of movies, especially the profit
prediction part.

For the recommendation system we use, the idea originates from the blog
on the website[2], the author used a rather simple method to recommend
beers to users by weight mean. We thought there should be a room for im-
provement for this method. Since the original method calculate similarities
between movies base on rating, but we propose a method by calculating
similarities base on both rating and genres. But before calculation, we shall
understand our data collected ratings that made from 1995 to 2015. Thus, is
there a big difference between, two time intervals, 1995 to 2009, and 2010 to
2015? If there is a big rating difference, we shall use ratings that only made
relative in recent years. We use KL divergence and data visualization to
conclude that it is safe to use the whole dataset to build a recommendation
system. After building it, we want to see are there a trend of genres to make
a movie? And are there any relationships between different genres? We use
Jaccard similarity and data visualization to let us easily understand there
actually are, and they are useful for our profit prediction. And for the tag
analysis, we tokenize tag data provided by MovieLens dataset. And we see
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some words we are interested in, comedy, nudity, book. And we would like to
see if there’s some relationship between movie profits, to make new variables
for predicting movie profits. We use boxplot to try to visualize if there’s a
relationship between tags and profits. In the end, unfortunately, we can’t
find anything useful with those three tags. In the last part, we can finally
get to predict movie profits by using MovieLens dataset. However, we know
that tag data are not as useful as we thought. Thus we scrape down the
information we need, by using the file MovieLens provide. Eventually, we
grab 36 variables in totals such as genres, famous casts number, famous di-
rectors number, and high grossing production companies. We choose movies
from 2010 to March 2015 as our training data and set profits into 3 intervals
by quantiles. Thus profit prediction becomes a classification problem. We
decide to use a gradient boosting method called LightGBM to build our
model since the execution time is significantly faster than other methods
such as XGboost[27]. The result came up pretty good, we have 74.6 percent
accuracy for only 1556 rows of training data. After building the model, we
decide to proceed and predict the movies that released in 2015 only and
movies released after 2015 separately. We also have quite well results, the
model can predict the result in the near future, but tends to underestimate
the movies in further future.

In this thesis, we will show our research results as following. First of all,
in Chapter 1, we will introduce the dataset we use, which is MovieLens 20M
dataset, and the calibration we made in order to make the analysis esaier
for the following chapters. And like we mentioned, we should know whether
the distributions of ratings are different in each movie for two different time
intervals. In Chapter 2, we will confirm the fact that the standard of movie
ratings are not much different from time to time. After that, we shall proceed
and build a recommendation system in Chapter 3. And we will show the
trend of genres in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we can go ahead and try to
find useful information for profit prediction with the tags users made. Then
we shall proceed and make a LightGBM model for prediction in Chapter
6. And draw conclusions and future studies for the results we found in the
previous chapters.
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Files Name Description
rating.csv This file contains all the

ratings by different users
and the time stamp of
rating.

movie.csv This file contains movieId,
movie title, and genre of
movies.

link.csv This file contains the imdb
Id and tmdb Id of all
movies.

tag.csv This file contains the tag
that users made in each
movie.

genome_tag.csv This file contain the
relevance of tags and
movies, we don’t know how
the relevance is computed,
so we are not going to use
this data.

genome_scores.csv This file contain the
description of this tag, but
we are not going to use it
during the analysis.

Table 2.1: Description of MovieLens 20M Dataset

2 Introduction of MovieLens dataset

2.1 MovieLens 20M Dataset
This dataset is made by MovieLens, which is a research website run by the
University of Minnesota GroupLens Research, this organization is estab-
lished in 1997 [32]. This dataset contains 20 million rating data to 27278
movies. This dataset originally contain 6 csv file, the detail and description
in the Table 2.1

6
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2.2 The Calibrated Data
In movie.csv, there are three variables, movieId, title, genre. The variable,
title, are usually come with release date, e.g. the string "Full Metal Jacket
(1987)" will be in the title variable, and obviously the release date is 1987.
However, some of the movie titles don’t come with release date, we can’t
get the release date information, or worse, get the wrong release date, For
example, Babylon 5 is a sci-fi TV series started in 1993, and due to the
string "Babylon 5" end with a number "5", it will be captured as releasing
date if we are not careful handling the regular expression that well.

Therefore, in order to solve this issue once and for all, we have to edit
the data manually. First, we use the regular expression module in R on all
the movie titles in movie.csv, grabbing only brackets with number characters
inside, then the movies that we don’t grab is the movies don’t have releasing
date. The second step, since every movie has an ID, called movieId, and we
use this movieId to find the ID of IMDb, imdbId, in link.csv. Then we use
the information that IMDb provide, to fill out the lost release date of those
movies.

And this is how imdbId works. Every movie posses an 9-character imd-
bId, composed by string "tt", and the following 7-digit number. For exam-
ple, the imdbId of movie "Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home" is tt0092007[21].
The strings that link.csv provides doesn’t include the string "tt", only digital
number, additionally those digits are often not of length 7, so we have to
add "0" in front of the string to make them 7-digit. The content of Table
2.2 are the data we edited.
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Original
string

Nature of
problem

Edited as reference

Millions
Game, The
(Das Millio-
nenspiel)

Missing date Millions
Game, The
(Das
Millionen-
spiel)(1970)

IMDb[9]

My Own
Man

Missing date My Own
Man (2014)

IMDb[15]

Babylon 5 Missing date Babylon 5
(1993)

IMDb[5]

Bicycle,
Spoon,
Apple
(Bicicleta,
cullera,
poma)

Missing date Bicycle,
Spoon,
Apple
(Bicicleta,
cullera,
poma)(2010)

IMDb[6]

Slaying the
Badger

Missing date Slaying the
Bad-
ger(2014)

IMDb[19]

Tatort: Im
Schmerz
geboren

Missing date Tatort: Im
Schmerz
geboren
(2014)

IMDb[11]

National
Theatre
Live:
Franken-
stein

Missing date National
Theatre
Live:
Franken-
stein
(2011)

IMDb[16]

In Our
Garden

Missing date In Our Gar-
den(2002)

IMDb[12]

The Court-
Martial of
Jackie
Robinson

Missing date The Court-
Martial of
Jackie
Robinson
(1990)

IMDb[23]
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Stephen Fry
In America -
New World

Missing date Stephen Fry
In America -
New World
(2008)

IMDb[22]

Li’l
Quinquin

Missing date Li’l
Quinquin
(2014)

IMDb[17]

Two: The
Story of
Roman &
Nyro

Missing date Two: The
Story of
Roman &
Nyro (2013)

IMDb[26]

A Year
Along the
Abandoned
Road

Missing date A Year
Along the
Abandoned
Road (1991)

IMDb[4]

Body/Cialo Missing date Body/Cialo
(2015)

IMDb[8]

Polskie
gowno

Missing date Polskie
gowno
(2014)

IMDb[18]

The Third
Reich: The
Rise & Fall

Missing date The Third
Reich: The
Rise & Fall
(2010)

IMDb[25]

Moving
Alan

Missing date Moving
Alan (2003)

IMDb[14]

Michael
Laudrup -
en Fodbold-
spiller

Missing date Michael
Laudrup -
en Fodbold-
spiller
(1993)

IMDb[13]

Brazil: In
the Shadow
of the
Stadiums

Missing date Brazil: In
the Shadow
of the
Stadiums
(2014)

IMDb[7]

Table 2.2: The Movie Data We Edit Manually

9
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After we edited the data we listed above, all 27278 movies have a release
date, we can easily get the precise release date information by using regular
expression module in R and python. This will help us filter out the data we
don’t need with a certain threshold in the later topics.

3 EDA on Rating Data
Let’s talk about the rating.csv file, the variables of this file includes userId,
movieId, rating, timestamp. The userId variable represents the ID number
of users. The movieId variable represents the ID number of movies. The
rating variable represents the rating of users made to various movies, the
rating is a real number between 0 and 5. The timestamp variable represents
the time of each user who made a rating to a movie, the timestamp that
users made are from January 9th 1995, to March 31th 2015. And there’s
over 20 million rows of rating data in this file.

Let’s suppose we want to build a recommendation system, and we really
built one in the next topic. Should we use the data only that have been rate
relatively lately, or should we use full 20 million ratings? That is to say, if
we give a threshold, let’s say 2010, is there a significant rating bias between
the rating that made before 2010 and after 2010?

Are the standards of good movies in 1995 same as 2015? This debates
had never gone off on the internet, some people believe that the computer-
generatd image, as known as CGI, changes the way of how movie industry
works so much, and it also affect public perspective greatly. From Figure
3.1, we can observe that the yearly mean of film grossing on animation genre
and imax genre are gradually growing.

However, despite of the improvement of computer generate image and
those fancy modern visual effects, good storyline is a huge part of being
a good movie. A good example will be Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home
and Star Trek Beyond, the former was released in 1986[21]. The latter was
released in 2016[20]. Compare to Star Trek Beyond’s impressive CGI effects,
The Voyage Home didn’t use that much visual effect on most of the scene.
However, the storyline of it made itself approximately equal rating on both
IMDb and MovieLens. The rating of Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home and
Star Trek Beyond on IMDb is 7.3 and 7.1 out of 10, and the rating of Star
Trek IV: The Voyage Home and Star Trek Beyond on MovieLens is 3.47[30]

10
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Figure 3.1: Yearly Mean of Animation Genre and IMAX Genre

and 3.56[29]. In order to verify my assumption, which is, there are significant
rating bias between the rating data of 1995-2009 and the rating data of 2010-
2015, we perform some exploration data analysis on rating data and data
visualization.

Therefore, we find the movies that had been rated from 2010 to 2015
and from 1995 to 2009 both, in this dataset, we have 12367 movies, and
calculate a representative rating of every movies in 1995-2009 and 2010-2015
separately. Obviously, there are many methods to find the representative
value of a series of data. Since the rating distribution of the movie is very
likely to be skewed, it’s better to use median or mode to represent the rating
of the movie.

Thus, the full algorithm being, we use median and mode to calculate the
representative rating of the movies that both rated after 2010 and before
2010, then we try to plot those rating to see if there is some significant
difference between two time intervals. Then we use a polar column range
plot to visualize it, and try to interpret whether the rating before 2010 and
after 2010 is different.

We color code each movie by the median, If the median of the movie
rating is relatively higher, the color that represent the movie will be brighter.

11
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Also, we use the range of the rating of a movie to determine the length of
each column. In the Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4, and Figure 3.5, the
first row would be the median rating for every movie after 2010, and the
second row would be before 2010.

Figure 3.2: Median Rating for 1st-4000th Movies Rated in Two Time Inter-
vals

12
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Figure 3.3: Median Rating for 4001st-8000th Movies Rated in Two Time
Intervals

Figure 3.4: Median Rating for 8001st-12000th Movies Rated in Two Time
Intervals

13
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Figure 3.5: Median Rating for 12001st-12367th Movies Rated in Two Time
Intervals

By Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4, and Figure 3.5, we can observe
that two groups of plot indicate the pattern is quite similar. Even though
the range of the same movie for different time intervals are quite different,
it’s because the number of rating of same movie for different time intervals
is various, there are some movies that is rated before 2010, the amount of
rating is significantly higher than rated after 2010, especially Jurassic Park,
released in 1993, up to 44815 ratings higher than the number of ratings made
after 2010. Additionally, there are also some movies that rated made after
2010 is significant higher than rating made before 2010, especially Avatar,
released in 2009, up to 9125 ratings higher than the number of ratings made
before 2010. The reason behind it is reasonable, some movies are made way
before 2010, such as Jurassic Park, and the viewer has more time to rate
this film, thus the ratings that cumulate longer time will tend to gather
more ratings, vice versa. Thus, with Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4, and
Figure 3.5, we can easily conclude that, the standard of good movies and
bad movies stays the same, and we can use the whole dataset to do the
recommendation system.

Yet if we only use data visualization to conclude two ratings of different
intervals are not much different would be a little reckless. We can find a way
to calculate the difference between two data, which is calculating the KLD,

14
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the abbreviation of Kullback-Leibler divergence.
If x is the event of sample space S, and P (x) and Q(x) represent the

probability distribution of the event x in data P and Q, respectfully, then
Kullback-Leibler divergence is defined as

DKL(P ||Q) =
∑
x∈S

P (x) log(P (x)
Q(x)) (1)

As we can see in the Formula(1), if two probability distributions are
identical, the KLD will be 0. But as the probability distribution become
different, KLD will gradually goes up. As a result, this formula can be used
as an approach to measure how much differences between two sets of data.

Additionally, KLD can represent how much does the information lost
when we use P to approximate Q, KLD neither cannot represent the distance
between two sets of one dimensional data, nor DKL(P ||Q) 6= DKL(Q||P )
most of the time. The fact that DKL(P ||Q) 6= DKL(Q||P ), we decide to use
mean KLD, which is the mean of DKL(P ||Q) and DKL(Q||P ) to represent
the difference between the ratings of each movies before and after 2010.
Then we draw a boxplot to see the result.

Figure 3.6: Mean KL Divergence of Two Different Intervals for 12367 Movies

15
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As we can see on Figure 3.6, the median is very near to 0, which means the
half of movies ratings are pretty much identical between two time intervals.
Additionally, for 75 percent of the ratings for each movies, the mean KLD
is lower than 0.35. As a result, the conclusion shall remain the same, which
is the standard of good movies and bad movies stays the same.

4 Recommendation System
In this topic, we are going to build a recommendation system base on the
rating we have. Since we have over 20 millions of rating data, this is sufficient
to make a recommendation system base on the rating of user, also, we have
already concluded that the rating distribution of each movie are quite similar
between two time intervals: from 1995 to 2009, and from 2010 to 2015.
As a result, it is safe to use full 20 million rating data. We decide use a
simple method to do the recommendation system using the same algorithm
in Building a Recommendation System with Beer Data[2], and we try to
modify it a little bit.

The csv file we are going to use is rating.csv and movie.csv since we want
to use both ratings and the genres of movies to build the recommendation
ranking system, and movie.csv happened to contain the information of genres
of each movie, even though there are few of them doesn’t be label with any
genres. In this case, if the file movie.csv doesn’t contain genres for a specific
movie, the genre column will show the string "(No genres listed)".

So, what we did here is to make a User_Item Rating Matrix, in order to
record every rating that every users made in every movies. And use partial
singular value decomposition and determine the distance between movies by
the angle of two movie vectors, i.e., angular similarity. On the other hand,
we use genres of every movie, and encoding them to vectors, use those vector
to find the similarity between movies computed by Jaccard similarity. That
is to say, we calculate the similarity base on both the rating of users and the
genre that the dataset provided. After doing this, we use a list to load every
movies’ top 500 similar movies with their similarity score, the similarity score
is an function that combine angular similarity and Jaccard similarity stated
previously. Then, we use these scores as weight, and calculate the weighted
mean score as the predicted score of recommendation. As a result, we use
the predicted score to rank those movies. The recommendation algorithm

16
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is complete, the numbers of movies that pop up to the users will be adjust
by users themselves. In other words, we set a function that users can decide
how many movies do they want to show up after they rate some of movies.

However, the ranking algorithm itself will not be the only thing we are
worried about, the storage problem will be a bigger problem. Since we have
over 20 million ratings, with 138493 users rated 27278 movies, if we want to
use this data to form a User-Item Rating Matrix, the major problem from
the very beginning will be, do we have enough memory to store such a big
dimension matrix?

The solution on this will be using a sparse matrix. Sparse matrix is a
very good solution to solve this problem since the matrix is a matrix only
record the non-zero values and the location of those non-zero values, by
using compression technique, compress a huge matrix into three columns,
x, y, and v. Both x and y represent the location of the non-zero values,
v represent non-zero values[3]. With this technique, we can save up huge
amount of loading time of moving a big matrix back and forth between disk
and memory, also we can save up a considerate amount of memory resource
to do other computation.

Also, we notice that the maximum of the movie ID is 136212, not 27278.
This indicates that the ID of the movies are distributed with a rule we don’t
know, or the data is randomly sampled by the entire MovieLens database.
Either way, if we use raw data of movie ID, it will take extra memory and
extra time to process and store some rows of matrix in the partial SVD
part, and cause some inconveniences due to the fact that there are only
27278 movies in the file, and the movie ID is up to 136212. If we don’t
change the movie ID on ourself, we will make a spase matrix with dimension
138493 × 136212. It won’t take extra space in sparse matrix, but it will
occupied vast memory space in partial SVD algorithm. Thus, we decide to
change the movie ID in files movie.csv and rating.csv since both files contains
the information of movie ID. Fortunately, we finds out that we don’t have
to change user ID since the maximum user ID is 138493, match the length
of all the unique user IDs, which is obtained by taking all the user ID from
rating.csv, and apply unique function. Thus, we only have to change the
movie ID on two files, and we are ready to form a User-Item rating sparse
matrix.

After we possess a User-Item rating sparse matrix with dimension 138493
users× 27278 movies, we use partial singular value decomposition in order to
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calculate the similarity between movies base on user ratings. Partial singular
value decomposition, abbreviated as partial SVD, is an approach of a matrix
factorization. Singular value decomposition is capable of breaking down an
arbitrary real matrix in to the multiplication of three real matrices, U with
orthonormal columns, V with orthonormal rows, and a diagonal matrix D.
That is to say, SVD is stated as following:

For M∈R m×n, for a fixed value k, there exist an decomposition such that M =
U ×D × V,where U ∈R m×k, diagonal matrix D ∈R k×k, and V ∈R k×n

(2)

The Formula(2) is what SVD does, using a fixed nv value, which is how
many singular value we want, to generate three matrices, U is composed by
orthonormal columns, V is composed by orthonormal rows, and diagonal
matrix D composed by singular values. Additionally, we can see V as the
movies been projected to k-dimension space base on rating.

Furthermore, we use partial SVD instead of SVD. Partial SVD do the
same thing as SVD, but it works on knowing partial of data. Which is
suitable for our User-Item rating sparse matrix even though we have already
knew all of the data in the empty position in the sparse matrix, which is 0.
However, the nature of being 0 is various, such as didn’t watch the movie
yet, or have no intention to rate those movies even though they do have a
rating in their head, or really want to rate the movie 0. Either ways, it is
safer to classify the zero values as "unknown", which is why we decide to
pick a fixed number of singular values and use partial SVD.

We pick the number of singular values as 30, and use a method called
Augmented Implicitly Restarted Lanczos Bidiagonalization Method, abbre-
viated as IRLBA, to save up huge amount of CPU time and make the partial
SVD done.[1] Thus we have a vector vi ∈R 30×1, for i ∈ {1, ..., 27278} to
represent a movie based on the rating by users.

After we obtain those vectors based on ratings and users, we could go
ahead and calculate the similarity between each movies. We decide to use
cosine measure, the reason behind this is that we already know that the
vector we obtain can be viewed as the representation of movies are projected
to a 30-dimension space. And if the angle between two vectors are low, means
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that the similarity of two movies are quite high, thus using cosine measure
is very suitable. The formula of cosine measure are stated as follow:

cosine(v1, v2) = < v1, v2 >

||v1|| · ||v2||
(3)

As we can see in Formula(3), the numerator of the cosine measure is
inner product of two vectors, therefore, we know that this measure will be
negative. Moreover, the range of cosine measure will between -1 to 1, which
is not an ideal range for calculating the similarity between two movies. Due
to we want the range of similarity lie between 0 and 1, our solution could
be just fix the cosine measure as following:

similarity = cosine(v1, v2) + 1
2 (4)

The formula above is capable of fix the range of cosine measure from
[−1, 1] into [0, 1], which will perfectly reach our demand of similarity. How-
ever, this method is still not ideal for similarity since it is not an distance
metric. The reason why we want this similarity as distance metric is that,
we have to know exactly how much difference between movies. e.g., if the
similarity between two vectors v1, v2 are 0.3, the other two vectors sim-
ilarity is also 0.3, we have to make sure two pairs of vectors have the
same difference. Apparently, cosine function is not a linear function, i.e.,
for constant c, cos(cx) 6= c × cos(x), ∀x ∈ R. As a result, using cosine
measure and try to fix it into closed interval [0, 1] may work, but we believe
it is not an appropriate decision. Instead of using cosine measure, we shall
just simply use the degree of two vector, which will be in the range of [0, π],
then we fix degree into interval [0, 1] as similarity. This way, we not only
can make sure our similarity in the range of [0, 1], but also the measurement
itself is a metric. Therefore, our formula as stated as follow:

Sangular(vi, vj) = 1−arccos(cosine(vi, vj))
π

, where cosine(vi, vj) = < vi, vj >

||vi|| · ||vj||
(5)

As we can observe on Formula(5) above, arccos(cosine(v1, v2)) is the
angle between two vectors, then we divide the angle by π, and make 1 to
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subtract with it. Thus if two vectors are in the same direction, we can obtain
the similarity 1, vice versa, if two vectors are on the opposite direction, the
formula will show the similarity is 0.

On the other hand, since we have already built a similarity matrix based
on ratings by users, we still want to make another similarity which is based
on genres. In general, if we have a similarity matrix based on ratings, the
recommendation system can usually end up showing the movies that genres
are partly the same. However, we want our recommendation system rank me
the movies that have more common genres involved. Thus we need another
similarity matrix.

Our strategy will be rather simple if comparing to angular similarity
matrix, we simply one-hot encoding genres into a 19 dimension vector to
represent each movie, and find Jaccard similarity between each movies. Ad-
ditionally, since Jaccard similarity is a metric[28], which is also an acceptable
choice of being a similarity measurement. Jaccard similarity is stated as fol-
low:

SJaccard(A,B) =


#(A ∩B)
#(A ∪B) , if A 6= ∅ or B 6= ∅

0, if A 6= ∅ and B 6= ∅
(6)

By Formula(6) above, we can use Jaccard similarity between movies as
how similar between two movies when it comes to genres. If two genre
vectors of different movies are completely the same, Jaccard similarity will
be 1, on the other hand, if two genre vectors of different movies have no
intersection genres, Jaccard similarity will be 0.

The number of genres that MovieLens provided are basically 20: adven-
ture, animation, children, comedy, fantasy, romance, drama, action, crime,
thriller, horror, mystery, sci-fi, imax, documentary, war, musical, western,
film noir, and (no genres listed). Apparently, the genre names (no genres
listed) clearly means there are no genres being labeled on this movie, thus
the number of genres that MovieLens provided are actually 19.

As we stated above, we turn each movies into a 19-dimension vector by
one-hot encoding, thus the vector will be stated as following:
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genre_vi =


adventure
animation

...
film noir

 =


a1
a2
...
a19

 ,

where aj =
1, if the movie is labeled with this genre

0, if the movie is not labeled with this genre
,

for j = 1, . . . , 19, for i = 1, . . . , 27278 (7)

With the one-hot encoding as Formula(7), we can go ahead and formulate
a Jaccard similarity matrix. According to the Jaccard similarity formula,
we can slightly change Jaccard similarity suit the vectors version as follow:

SJaccard(i, j) = < genre_vi, genre_vj >

< genre_vi, 119×1 > + < genre_vj, 119×1 > − < genre_vi, genre_vj >
(8)

Now, we have two similarity measurements in Formula(5) and Formula(8),
one is based on ratings, the other is based on genres. Since we only want
one similarity to represent one movie. Thus we want a function that forge
two similarities together. As a result, we decide to use weight mean to deal
with these two similarities due to the importance priority between rating
and genre. After some grid search, we decided to make rating weight and
genre weight as 0.8 and 0.2, thus the formula will be as following:

Sforge(i, j) =
(
Sangular

SJaccard

)t

·
(

0.8
0.2

)
(9)

With Formula(9), we can not only use a simple linear function to forge
two similarities as one, but also can change weights if we decide that there
should be different importance with regard to rating and genre.

However, the biggest problem with building these two similarity matrices
will be high memory consuming. Since sparse matrix can easily store a large
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scale matrix with using small amount of memory, so we definitely using
sparse matrix to store our similarity matrix. But event though sparse matrix
may solve the memory issue, similarity are quite improbable to be 0. As a
result, the sparse matrix we generate may be quite dense. The length of 3
columns needed in sparse matrix will all be length of tens of million, which
is still be very memory consuming even though we have already reduce a lot
of memory space if we just use a regular 27278× 27278 matrices.

In order to solve the shortage memory space problem, we have no choice
but to use small portion of similarities only. Therefore, in ranking movies
section, what we decide to do is to whenever we finish forging two simi-
larities between i-th movie and from 1-st movie to 27278-th movie respect-
fully, also we don’t store i-th movie itself in order to prevent inaccurate
recommendation. Thus we have Sforge(i, 1), . . . , Sforge(i, i − 1), Sforge(i, i +
1), . . . , Sforge(i, 27278), then choose top 500 only. We denoted them as
S1

forge(i), . . . , S500
forge(i).

We already have our similarity matrix, even though it is just a little por-
tion of data, but it is goof enough to rank the movies that should recommend
users. We make a predicted score to do the job. Suppose the user rate some
movies, the movie rating vector will be r ∈R27278×1, thus the predicted score
is defined as following:

predicted_scorei =
∑

j∈RatedMovieId Sforge(i, j)rj∑
j∈RatedMovieId Sforge(i, j)

(10)

By the formula above, we can see that the predict score is a weight mean
of the rating of a user, the weight will be the forged similarities. Since we
only store top 500 similarities for each movies, thus the similarity that we
didn’t store in our similarity matrix will be 0. Also, to prevent the number
of non-zero similarities too small and cause inaccurate prediction, we set a
threshold 5. If the number of non-zero Sforge lower than 5 for a rating vector
r, we shall show a warning sign and let the user rate more movies.

To evaluate our recommendation system, we randomly sample 100 users’
ratings as testing data, and calculate the RMSE between ground truth rat-
ings and predicted ratings. We repeat the process 100 times, then find the
mean of those RMSE. We make a comparison between original algorithm
and our algorithm.
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The result shows promising, the mean of 100 RMSE on original algo-
rithm is 0.96, and our algorithm is 0.93. Also, we test the recommendation
system and enter some sci-fi movies, and some animation movies. The rec-
ommendation system rank output 5 movies, all of them are labeled as genre
sci-fi or animation, most of them are also labeled as comedy.

The pros of this recommendation system is that, this system is not com-
plex and straightforward, the predicted score is a weight mean of user’s
ratings, the weight is similar movies. Also, the weight of forged similarity
for ratings and genres is quite comprehensive, based on the importance of
developers, we can changed the weight to compute the forged similarities.
The cons of this recommendation system are also obvious, the execution time
to recommend and rank the movies are quite long, even if we use parallel
computing technique, the result still won’t show up within 25 seconds.

5 Trend of Genres
In this part, we shall discuss about the trend between each genres over years.
Let’s say if a movie producer want to produced a movie that is profitable,
or in the best scenario, make a lot of profit. Movie producer shall try their
best to understand the market, try to find the trend of the current time
and make the movies that the genres belong to that trend. The commercial
movie that come out may not be the highest rated movies, but it may be very
profitable. Of course, choosing the right genres to make movies is only one of
the numerous factors to be successful commercial movies. Those factors will
be vary, such as choosing the right directors and casts, or try no to conflict
with the release date of other blockbusters. But choosing the right genre
to make films will usually increase the film grossing, which makes sense and
will be shown in this part the following parts.

In this topic, our ultimate goal is to analyze the the difference between
each genre, thus the topic basically has two sub-parts.

• The genre trend of each year, see how many movies are there with
respect to each genre

• The similarity matrix of genre
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5.1 Genre Trend
Let’s talk about the trend first, we want to understand what kind of genre
is most labeled. Most of the movies have several genres, e.g. Toy Story
(1995) has genre Adventure, Animation, Children, Comedy, Fantasy. On
the other hand, nearly 250 of movies that has no genres listed, so we have
to count these movies out, namely, we will not discuss these movies and will
not count these movies in the later computations.

As a result, we have nearly 27000 movies between the year 1894 and 2015,
and we sort them by year and genres. Thus we have a data frame with 27000
movies one-hot encoded into year vector, each columns will represent how
many movies that labeled what kinds of genres in specific year. Then we
decide to use a package named Highcharter to visualize our result, which
is a Javascript package on R API, not only it is easy to use, but we can
also control which label we want to show it on our plot by clicking the label
on the plot. Overall, this is very interactive and handy since we have so
many genres. Usually some genres are stacked above different genres, we
can make some genres disappear from the plot by clicking the label instead
of modifying our code. Thus, the Figure 5.1 in the following, are the trend of
each genre, in others words, how many movies that label in different genres
by year. However, since the dataset is collected from 1894 to March 2015, so
MovieLens didn’t collect whole year movies, that’s why all the genres seem
going down in 2015.

By Figure 5.1, we can see that the movie industry start being prosperous
in late 1920s, the number of the film made start drastically increasing. Also
we can see that the genre drama is dominating the others in number of film
labeled, which makes sense because drama is rather low cost and easily to
film.

Furthermore, this trend has a little to do with the development of cam-
era and filming techniques. In history speaking, movies the produced before
1920s have no sound, hence there are no dialogue in movies. The movies at
that time delivered dialogue through the facial expression of actors or live
orchestra in movie theater[31]. By producing with the Vitaphone system,
the first movie with sync sound effect is Don Juan (1926) but without dia-
logue[10], and the first film with verbal dialogue is The Jazz singer(1927),
which opened the new era of film industry. With the further developement of
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filming camera, the movie industry grow bigger and bigger, not to mention
the use of Image MAXimum technology, or IMAX in short. With IMAX
technology, film industry can make high resolution films thus make audi-
ence have more immersive experience comparing to traditional film, but the
filming cost will increase vastly. We will show this trend in later topic.

Moreover, as we can observe in the figure, the year 2009 seems a little
odd, most of genres are higher than previous years. In order to understand
the nature of this trend, we sort all of the movies by their release date, which
is stated in file movie.csv. The following figure is the number of the movies
sorted by the release date.

Figure 5.1: The Trend of Each Genre Sorted by Year
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Figure 5.2: The Number of Movies on MovieLens Dataset Sorted by Year

As we can see in Figure 5.2, according to MovieLens 20M dataset, the
number of movies released in 2009, did turn out to be the most productive
with respect to the time from 1894 to 2014, thus cause the movie number
of each movie genres goes up and look weird comparing to different years.
Although this dataset collect the data until March 2015, so we shouldn’t
count the year 2015 in. However, the number of movies and TV-series keep
growing after 2009 according to IMDb database.

5.2 Genre Similarity Matrix
In the last chapter, we build a recommendation system by taking advantage
of genre similarity between movies. However, the algorithm we did before
is to calculating the similarity between movies based on genre. This part,
we want to calculate the similarity between genres based on what genre
is labeled on movies, then try to understand what kind of genres appear
together on the same movie.
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Since we want to know what kind of genres will appear along with one
specific genre, and the formula of Jaccard similarity is exactly what we
want to do. Therefore, we decide to use Jaccard similarity as our similarity
measurement again. For example, we want to know what kind of genre will
appear the most along with genre adventure, is it children or fantasy?

Let’s talk about this similarity matrix. The way I compute the similarity
is by using Jaccard similarity. Thus the entire procedure will be, we acquire
genre vector by one-hot encoding 27278 movies by whether it is labled with
the genre or not. Thus, since we have 19 genres on our dataset, we have 19
vectors of dimension 27278 × 1, i.e., vi ∈R27278×1, for i = 1, . . . , 19. Then
we can use the formula above to calculate the similarity matrix. This time,
the shortage of memory will not be any issue since we only form an matrix
with dimension 19 × 19. Moreover, after we form a similarity matrix, we
visualize the matrix by using the heatmap feature of R package Highcharter.
The following figure is the heatmap of genre similarity matrix measured by
Jaccard similarity.

Figure 5.3: Jaccard Similarity Matrix of Each Genre

As we can observe in the Figure 5.3, we notice that the similarity between
different genres are very low, some of the values are so low that the color is
close to black, this is because of the genre vector itself. The genre vector
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is quite sparse, which make sense because every movie will be labeled with
only several of genres, thus it is hard to find two different genres labeled
together in one movie out of 27278 movies.

Other than that, we can see that there are two clusters of bright blocks in
the heat map, the center one and the top left one. Which is, adventure, ani-
mation, children, comedy, fantasy, in one cluster, and action, crime, thriller,
horror, mystery, sci-fi in another cluster. The reason is about the genre or-
der of row and column axis, how we collect the axis is that we tokenize the
genre column for each movie. And start with an empty genre vector, if we
see a genre that we didn’t see in the genre vector, then we collect this genre
into our vector. As a result, for the first couple of movies in the movie data,
different genres in the same movie will possibly be collected together and put
side by side in the genre vector. That cause the not only the heatmap itself
can be observed that most of the brightness are quite close to the diagonal
line, but two clusters of bright blocks. Thus if we sort the genre vector in
alphabetical order, the effect be will right away.

Moreover, if we set a threshold, 0.1, and define the genre similarity exceed
it as good relevancy. And we want to see for each genre, how many genre
similarities that can exceed this threshold. The data shows that the genre
has the most good relevancy genres are adventure and thriller, which means
that the genre thriller being labeled along with some specific genres more
than other genres, so is genre adventure. The genres that similarity exceed
0.1 threshold with genre thriller are drama, action, crime, horror, mastery,
respectfully. The genres that similarity exceed 0.1 threshold with genre
adventure are animation, children, fantasy, action, sci-fi, respectfully.

6 Tag Analysis
In this topic, we will do some exploratory data analysis on the tag that user
made since 2005. In our MovieLens Dataset, we have a file called tag.csv,
this file contain all the tags that user made since 2005. In MovieLens website,
we not only are allowed to make ratings to movies, but we can make tags
on movies, this will help other users easier to find some specific movies.
For example, the movie "Star Trek: First Contact" involve time travel, as a
result, users will tag this movie with "time travel". If we want to see if there
are movies involve time travel, we can see them through the tag that users
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made. Therefore, we hope we can find out some interesting facts about the
tags user made. We tokenize all the tags from 2005 to 2015, and see which
tag is used the most in this time interval, which is comedy, nudity, and based
for top three. And we see what kind of movies tend to make users tag these
tags.

As we stated above, we tokenize every tag in the file and see the word
frequency with defalt stop words, we would like to see which word is being
used frequently. The top 5 result is, the word "comedy" is used 7793 times,
the word "nudity" is used 5995 times, the word "based" is used 5898 times,
the word "book" is used 4927 times, and the word "dark" is used 3919 times.

word frequency prob
comedy 7793 0.0110
nudity 5995 0.00850
based 5898 0.00836
book 4927 0.00698
dark 3919 0.00555
fi 3818 0.00541
sci 3810 0.00540

action 3785 0.00536
story 3762 0.00533
topless 3742 0.00530

Table 6.1: Word Count of Tags Users Made

The tables above shows the top 10 word that frequently used by users.
As we can see, the word comedy outnumbered the second place by over 1500
times. Which is no surprised, based on the fact that the genre comedy is the
second genre that is labeled with movies the most, which we have already
shows in the last topic. As a result, it makes a good sense that this word
can be used that much. However, the word, drama, is on the 48th place,
used 1712 times. The reason why the most-labeled genre by official but
used much less by users, may be the popularity. It is highly plausible that,
even though the genre drama, is the most labeled genre, but most people
would tend not to tag drama but tag other words instead. This hypothesis
can actually be found in our dataset. With all the movies that is labeled
with the genre drama, there are only 641 movies that users willing to make
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tags with the word drama in it. Moreover, the frequency that user tag the
phrase with the word drama are mostly very low. Thus, the dataset shows
that even the movies are labeled with genre drama, people tends not to make
tags related to drama, however, the word comedy is somehow different. We
shall guess that the popularity of comedy outwins drama.

Additionally, to our surprise, the word "nudity" is the top 2 word that
users made throughout 2005 to 2015. According to our dataset, there are
728 users tag 2217 movies with the word nudity in them, which is nearly one
tenth of movies in the dataset. Moreover, most content of tags are not only
use the word "nudity", but also tag different types of nudity, e.g. Nudity
(Full Frontal) or Nudity (Topless - Brief). Therefore, as we can see users
may tag movies with nudity related content, even though there is only brief
seconds of nudity shots, whether it is full nude or topless.

Let’s talk about users first. In our dataset, we have found out that out of
5995 tags with the word nudity, there are 728 users tagged the word involved
nudity in at least once. However, only 173 users tagged the word involved
nudity over 3 times. Additionally, there are only 6 users make tags with
nudity over 100 times, and the top three users make the most tags out of
it, are 1631 times, 922 times, 206 times, respectfully. As we can see, those
3 users made about 46 percent of tags with the word nudity in them. Also,
top 30 users made the most nudity related tags, made nudity related tags
only, and they made 4092 out of 5995 tags, over 68 percent. This indicate
that there are specific accounts tag specific genre only in MovieLens.

Moreover, on the movie side. If a user tagged a movies with nudity,
the movie should definitely contain some nudity shots, otherwise it will be
false tagged. Since it is incredibly inefficient to verify each movie has these
kind of scenes, even automatically. Thus, let’s suppose most movies didn’t
be tagged incorrectly. And we found out there are 2217 movies had been
tagged with nudity related tags, as we stated above. Moreover, we want to
know which genre tends to shot scenes involve nudity. Thus, we record the
times of genres appear with those movies, and visualize on a pie chart as
following:
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Figure 6.1: Pie Chart for Movie Genres that Users Made Nudity Related
Tags the Most

As the figure above, we can conclude that, for the movies that is tagged
the most with nudity related genres is drama. More exactly, 1335 out of
2217 movies that has been tagged with nudity related contents by users are
labeled with genre drama as well. And the second place is comedy, 1335 out
of 2217 movies that has been tagged with nudity related contents.

7 Predict Movie Profits
In this topic, we want to predict movie profit based on MovieLens 20M
dataset. This can be divided into 3 subtopics: Scraping Dataset, EDA
and Data Cleaning, Building Model and Prediction. As we stated above,
MovieLens 20M dataset only provided rating data and movie genres. Since
MovieLens 20M dataset doesn’t provide any financial information to us, we
will acquire those data through scraping. After we get all the data and
variables we want, we clean the data first, cross out some missing data, and
preprocessing those data before putting out dataset into machine learning
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model. After, we complete the preprocessing phase, we shall start putting
our dataset into LightGBM model, which is a gradient boosting model with
fast speed but without trading-off too much accuracy. Also, after we fin-
ishing training, which we called it first stage.And we eliminate some of the
highest loss in training data, and train again, we call it the second stage.
We believe that through this two-stage process, we can get more robustness
and higher accuracy. Moreover, we will predict the movie data that after
2015, hoping the accuracy shall remain acceptable.

7.1 Scraping Dataset
It is known that MovieLens dataset do not provide any information about
movie profit, as we stated above. Therefore, if we want to acquire other data
such as budget or movie grossing, we should find another dataset, or build
our own dataset. However, there are no known dataset which contain both
datail of movies and financial performance of movies. Thus, we shall build
our own dataset through reliable websites. Fortuanately, MovieLens did
provide a csv file contain IMDb ID for 27278 movies. Thus, we can build
our own dataset through this file. The file contains 3 variable, which is
movieId, imdbId, tmdbId, which indicates the ID for movie, IMDb, TMBd.
Apparently, the Id for movie is the same as other files in the dataset. And
the Id for IMDb is a string for number, to let us access an IMDb website for
those specific movies. Thus, the data we would like to collect are movie casts,
movie directors, movie worldwide grossing, movie budget, and production
companies of movies.

This is how the movie industry works. When a production company
decide to make a movie, they will determine a movie producer to make it.
Then movie producer will hire all the people to produce a movie, such as
director, casting director, location manager, production manager, et cetera.
When a movie is complete, the production company, or studio, will sign
an agreement with distribution companies. And the distribution companies
will decide many things, including how many copies they are going to make,
deciding release date, releasing the movie through different platforms, or
advertising the movie. Thus, a distribution company is more like doing the
job as a middle man. After a long negotiation between production compa-
nies and distribution companies, a movie will be released and watched by
audiences. As a result, we not only have to be capable of collecting data,
but also collecting the data we truly need. In order to accurately predict the
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profit, we decide scrape the following variable to do the job: movie casts,
movie directors, movie worldwide grossing, movie budget, and production
companies of movies. First of all, if we want to predict movie profits, we
must get the information about film grossing and film budget, thus if we sub-
tract grossing with budget, we get the film profit. However, worldwide film
grossing that record worldwide theater grossing, therefore, other platforms
such as Hulu or Netflix will not be added into our calculation. Additionally,
since we believe that if casts or directors are famous, will usually increase the
movie grossing, and it usually increase the profit, and we believe production
companies will do the work as well.

And the result of scraping worked fine. We used python packages "Beau-
tifulSoup", and "requests" to do the job. Using request package to scraping
down the whole HTML webpage. Once we get the page, that means we have
the permission to find the information we need, then I use "BeautifulSoup"
package to find the HTML tag we need, get the string in the tags, also
sometime we use regular expression to get the information to grab we really
need.

Also, in order to make the program execute faster, we use multiprocessing
process by python package "multiprocessing", which will shorten the waiting
time drastically. But there is a problem behind this. If we use this many
processor, we will eventually get our permission denied, and getting a HTTP
status code 403 since I request too frequently from the same IP address.
Thus, in order to solve this problem, we have to either use less processors
or make our computer pause the program for a while after finish scraping
single website of IMDb. In this part, we decide to use less processors to
reduce the frequency of requesting HTML pages, and the execution time is
also acceptable.

Although, if we look at the data of distribution companies, the financial
information will be much clear, since distribution companies mostly in charge
of advertising and number of theater the movie will be playing, we can gather
more and more information that matter when it comes to predicting movie
profits. However, we cannot scrape those data because the information is
not opened to public. For some movies, some of the distribution companies
will released partial of data for some of movies, so that what we can get this
those data, but for other movies, the variable will be changed. Additionally,
the worst part will be there are no dataset for all the distribution companies.
Thus, a large portion of data will be missing, even if we use some technique
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to fill out those missing data, it will be quite hard to be closed at ground
truth. Therefore, we decide not to collect those information since it is too
hard to accomplish and too difficult to make it right.

The reason we didn’t scrape the other information, like crews, is that we
don’t think the crew is the information we need. We all know that crew is
an important part of the movie, it makes actors look fantastic, and make
the filming process smoothly, but as an audience will not notice them. So
when it comes to predict the profits of the films, we decided not to use
this kind of information until we need to. As a result, the variables we
are going to scrape on IMDb are movie casts, world famous casts, movie
directors, world famous directors, movie worldwide grossing, movie budget,
production companies of movies, and world famous production companies.

7.2 EDA and Data Cleaning
First, we want to state our goal, which is to make a proper model that can
predict the model of movies. As a result, we need to filter out some data
that cannot be fed into our model.

Thus, we have to filter out the data which has no budget and grossing.
Some of the data have no budget or no grossing, the reason behind it are
various. Some movies, which grossing or budget aren’t open to public, or
IMDb doesn’t record those data, or some of the data are not movie but TV
series, hence doesn’t have grossing. However, some of the TV-series data
have budgets. Thus, we have to filter out those data. Also, if we try to
let the data that is dated into our training data, the result will possible be
inaccurate. There are two reason why we decide to do this, environments are
different, and inflation rates are different. A very good example for different
environments will be CGI effect and IMAX technology, the former is widely
used since 1990s such as Toy Story, the latter is generally used more after
2008, The Dark Knight, directed by Christopher Nolan, decided to used
IMAX camera for nearly 30 minutes as main scenes[24]. Since technology
and times are different, it is quite hard to tell if those old movies are released
at rather modern time, will it make the same profit or not. And another
thing is different time means different inflation rates and different ticket
prices, that will lead to different standard for very high profit and very high
loss. As a result, we decide to let that data in training with 3 conditions: the
data with non-zero grossing, non-zero budget, and released after December
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31, 2011. Thus, after we crossing out the data we don’t want, we have 1027
rows of data.

Moreover, the most important part, we want to find our variables which
we think they are relative to movie profits. Thus, we find several variables,
such as genres, directors, casts, budgets, production companies, nudity tags.
In order to understand which variable will be related to profit.

First of all, we can look at how genre will relate to profits, we make
boxplots for the movies profits that movies are labeled with 19 different
genres, as following:

Figure 7.1: Box Plot for Genre Adventure Movies’ Profits
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Figure 7.2: Box Plot for Genre Animation Movies’ Profits

Figure 7.3: Box Plot for Genre Children Movies’ Profits
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Figure 7.4: Box Plot for Genre Comedy Movies’ Profits

Figure 7.5: Box Plot for Genre Fantasy Movies’ Profits
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Figure 7.6: Box Plot for Genre Romance Movies’ Profits

Figure 7.7: Box Plot for Genre Drama Movies’ Profits
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Figure 7.8: Box Plot for Genre Action Movies’ Profits

Figure 7.9: Box Plot for Genre Crime Movies’ Profits
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Figure 7.10: Box Plot for Genre Thriller Movies’ Profits

Figure 7.11: Box Plot for Genre Horror Movies’ Profits
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Figure 7.12: Box Plot for Genre Mystery Movies’ Profits

Figure 7.13: Box Plot for Genre Sci-Fi Movies’ Profits
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Figure 7.14: Box Plot for Genre IMAX Movies’ Profits

Figure 7.15: Box Plot for Genre Documentary Movies’ Profits
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Figure 7.16: Box Plot for Genre War Movies’ Profits

Figure 7.17: Box Plot for Genre Musical Movies’ Profits
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Figure 7.18: Box Plot for Genre Western Movies’ Profits

Figure 7.19: Box Plot for Genre Film Noir Movies’ Profits
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As Figure 7.1 to Figure 7.19, we can understand that genres have quite
strong relation in term of movie profits. Through the figures, we can observe
that if a movie labeled with IMAX, will usually end up with huge profit.
Noted that the range of the boxplot is from -400 million to 1200 million,
which is different from other boxplots. Last but not least, the genre, film
nior, will usually make negative profit, which we called negative profit as
loss. And the genre documentary, will usually end up with balanced profit,
which is profit that closed to 0.

Also, when it comes to directors, we all know that the number of directors
will not change the movie profit a lot, and it make sense. However, the
number of famous directors will probably changed movie profits quite much,
and it make sense as well. In order to verify this statement, we tried to
classify movies by their famous directors number, and plot box plots of
them as following:

Figure 7.20: Movie Profit in Comparison of Different Numbers of Famous
Directors

As we can see in Figure 7.20 above, we can observe that different number
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of famous directors affect movie profits indeed. We can observe that the
movie with 1 famous will usually make more profits, but also the range of
profit will be very large. Also, we can see that the movie with 3 famous
directors does make much profit. We may guess that probably the salary of
3 director is too expensive thus the budget is too high and cause the movie
profit is not high enough. Additionally, we only have 1 data of 3 famous
directors, so it is still unclear to see more famous directors make more profit
or not. The same theory suits the movies that has 2 famous directors, since
we only have 5 data of 2 famous directors. Anyway, we still can see the
number of directors can affect movie profits quite much.

The same thing can also fit in the number of famous casts. So we did
the same procedure, that is to classify movie profits by different number of
famous actors, and use box plots to visualize them as following:

Figure 7.21: Movie Profit in Comparison of Different Numbers of Famous
Casts

As we can see in Figure 7.21, we can also conclude that more famous
casts tends to make more profits. And the movies that famous casts over 7
is not unclear due to the number of data are too less to draw conclusions.

As we mention before in EDA for tag data. We notice that there are
multiple people only tag the movies with nudity contents. Thus we can try
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to see if movie profits are affected by nudity scenes. If we labeled the movies
have nudity scenes by whether the movies are tagged with nudity contents
or not, and see their profit boxplots respectfully, as following:

Figure 7.22: Movie Profit in Comparison of Different Numbers of Famous
Casts

From Figure 7.22, we can observe that the profit distributions of two
are not much different. Although the quartile deviation of the movies with
nudity scenes are larger than the movies do not have. Thus, we consider not
putting this variable in our training data.

As a result, we have found our variables for training, which is, genre,
famous directors, famous casts, budget, and famous production companies.
Yet we still should do more on famous directors, famous casts, and famous
production companies. Since the famous actors and famous directors are
ranked by voting from IMDb users, the actors or directors will be collected
in the files only if the votes of any individuals over 500. Thus, we believe
that there exists a huge different between top and last famous casts and
directors. As a result, our solution will be, turn the casts votes into 4 levels
by quantiles. Thus we have 5 levels of famous casts, actor_score_none, ac-
tor_score_level_1, actor_score_level_2, actor_score_level_3, actor_score_level_4.
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The variable actor_score_none is for the movies that has zero famous ac-
tors. And plus the number of famous casts, we have 6 variable for famous
casts. For movies with famous directors, we did the same thing as famous
casts did, turn famous directors votes into 5 levels, director_score_none, di-
rector_score_level_1, director_score_level_2, director_score_level_3, di-
rector_score_level_4. And plus one variable, number of famous director,
we also have 6 variables. In terms of popular production companies, we
basically did the similar thing, but since famous production companies are
not through votes but film-grossing. As a result, we rank famous produc-
tion companies into 4 levels by quantiles. And find the production company
that make the most film-grossing as the representative production company.
Then set the movies’ production companies into those 4 levels.

As a result, we have 36 varialbles to be feede into our training data.
Thoes are adventure, animation, children, comedy, fantasy, romance, drama,
action, crime, thriller, horror, mystery, sci-fi, imax, documentary, war, musi-
cal, western, film noir, popular_director_number, director_score_none, di-
rector_score_level_1, director_score_level_2, director_score_level_3, di-
rector_score_level_4, popular_actor_number, actor_score_none, actor_score_level_1,
actor_score_level_2 actor_score_level_3, actor_score_level_4, budget, very_low_grossing_pc,
slightly_low_grossing_pc, slightly_high_grossing_pc, very_high_grossing_pc,
respectively.

7.3 Building Model and Prediction
In this part, we tried to use our preprocessed data as training data, and
try predict movie profits through it. We firstly label profits into 3 levels
by quantiles, thus the number of 3 categories will be balanced. Also, the
predicting problem will be turned into a classification problem, namely pre-
dicting movie profits will be in which intervals. We use a machine learning
model called LeghtGBM, which is a gradient boosting model, but the ex-
ecution time is said to be significantly faster up to 20 times comparing to
other gradient boosting model[27].

As we know, the nature of gradient boosting method is one of a gra-
dient descent problem. As a result, if we choose a loss function which is
differentialble, and find the local minimum of it, which is the formula

F̂ = argminFE(L(y, F (x))) (11)
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And we try to use s set of classifiers, h1, . . . , hn, and given weights,
γ1, . . . , γn to estimate F , as following:

F̂n(x) =
n∑

i=1
γihi(x) + c (12)

For gradient boosting decision tree model, or GBDT in short, is to
solve the gradient descent problem by keep adding classifiers and weights
to achieve the function we want.

However, the algorithm is a little bit time consuming, especially in a
large scale dataset. In traditional method, we need to scan whole data in
order to find proper split points. Thus even for a decision tree with one split
piont, it will take dozens of second to build up for very large scale data. In
LightGBM, it use two algorithm, Gradient-based One-Side Sampling, and
Exclusive Feature Bundling, to drastically increasing the execution time[27].

Gradient-based One-Side Sampling, or GOSS for short. GOSS grabs
top a percent of data with big gradient and sample b percent of the rest of
the data randomly, in order to keep the distribution of data. Also, GOSS
calculates the information gain by multiplying the data with small gradient
by 1− a

b
. The constant a and b is determined by a built-in algorithm.

Exclusive Feature Bundling, or EFB in short. EFB is a algorithm that
bundle the variables that are mutually exclusive, namely, nearly show non-
zero values in the same rows of data. With these 2 state of the art algorithms,
LightGBM can drastically reduce the data that GBDT have to scan. Thus
speed up the execution time[27].

As we mention before, we have a data of 36 variable and 1027 rows. We
randomly pick 10 percent of data as testing, leave the rest as training. The
result came pretty well, we have 61.6 percent testing accuracy for less than
1000 rows of training data.

The result is not bad, but there are still plenty of rooms for improvement.
The following is the confusion matrix of the model for training data, namely
the result of prediction of training data. We call the following figure as first
stage.
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Figure 7.23: The Confusion Matrix of Training Data in the 1st-Stage(date
threshold = 2012)

As we can observe in Figure 7.23, there are plenty of data, that are
predicted so wrong. That is to say, we observe plenty of data which should
be great profit, but predicted as great loss. Plenty of data which should
be great loss, but predicted as great profit as well. Those data will be the
highest loss for our model, thus we shall delete them from training data, and
train again. The result is actually better, the accuracy for training data is
63.1 percent. The confusion matrix for testing data is the following

Figure 7.24: The Confusion Matrix of Testing Data in the 2nd-Stage(date
threshold = 2012)
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However, we can still observe in Figure 7.24, that there are still plenty
of data is predicted so wrong. We can conclude that the number of training
data are still not enough. As a result, we shall consider set another threshold
that is not too early that can interfere the profit prediction, but not too close
to result in too less training data. Thus, we choose a new year threshold as
2010 by grid search. In other words, we collect the movies that released date
are after December 31, 2009. And we got 1556 rows of data as our training
data, and 173 rows data for testing. Then we do the same procedure as we
mentioned, and try to predict the model performance by testing data. We
have 74.6 percent of accuracy, the confusion matrix is the following:

Figure 7.25: The Confusion Matrix of Testing Data in the 2nd-Stage(date
threshold = 2010)

As we can see in Figure 7.25, not only the portion of data that is predicted
so wrong has decreased, but the accuracy is increased as well. Which is a
good performance model. Also, we did a 10-fold CV on this model, the
cross validation accuracy is calculated as mean of 10 accuracy we obtain.
The 10-fold CV accuracy is 70 percent. Which is not only a model that
performance is not bad, the execution time is incredibly fast.

Moreover, we decide to test if this model can predict the data after 2015.
We know that this MovieLens dataset collected movies from 1894 to 2015.
Thus, none of those movie are released after March 31, 2015. As a result,
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in order to test if the model really can predict the movie profits after 2015,
we use MovieLens 27M dataset. MovieLens 27M dataset contain the movies
up to September 2018, this dataset is what we need. We did the same
procedures that mention above, scrape and gather all the data we need, and
ready to predict.

Since the inflation rates are slightly different over time, we decide to
make two different dataset to predict. One is the movies that are released
in 2015. The other is the movies that are released from 2016 to 2020. We
would like to see if the model can precisely predict profits in the near future
or quite far future.

For the dataset with movies released in 2015, the result of the model is
doing a quite well job, the accuracy reached 71.4 percent. The confusion
matrix is presented as the following figure.

Figure 7.26: The Confusion Matrix of Movies Released in 2015(date thresh-
old = 2010)

As we can see in Figure 7.26, the movies that can be predicted accurately
the most is the class balanced. Also the data that predicted too wrong still
plenty. We believe the problem can be overcomed with more data collected.

Moreover, we can see the movies that released after 2015. Namely, the
dataset that movies are released from January 1, 2016, to September 31,
2018. The result of prediction is presented as confusion matrix as following
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Figure 7.27: The Confusion Matrix of Movies Released After 2015(date
threshold = 2010)

As the Figure 7.27 showed above, the accuracy is 67.2, which is still not
far from the 10-fold CV accuracy. However, we also can observe that our
model apparently under estimate the profit. The class which is labeled as
kind of balanced as ground truth, approximately 20 percent of them are
predicted as great loss. The class which is labeled as great profit as ground
truth, approximately 30 percent of them are predicted as great loss. We
conclude that the reasons behind the under estimation are various, one of
them will be inflation rate. Since we set the date threshold as 2010, and the
inflation rate cause movies’ price for theaters are different over time.

8 Conclusion and Future Studies
Thus, in conclusion, we provide 2 applications of MovieLens dataset. One
is making a recommendation system by collaborative filtering techniques,
we calculate similarities of movies based on ratings and genres. And the
other is building a machine learning model to predict movie profits. We
have to gather other information in IMDb since the original dataset doesn’t
provide such data. As a result, we manage to use IMDb ID to scrape down
all the variables we need. And the model came out well, regarding the data
we have, 1556 rows of training data after 2010, and forming an acceptable
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model for predicting movie profits. Moreover, we predict the movie profits
after 2015, which is on another dataset. We predicted the movies released
in 2015 and from 2016 to 2018 separately. We discovered that the result in
2015 is predicted quite well, but the other one is not bad but underestimates
plenty of movies. As a result, we can conclude that this LightGBM model
can predict the movie profits in the near future of 1 year for 4 years of
training data. However, if we want to predict the data 2 years after the
training data, the profit will probably be underestimated.

Also, we believe there is still some room to improve our results. First of
all, for our recommendation system, we propose a way to make it. But in
the process of forming a Jaccard similarity matrix, the programming session
will crash while doing this maneuver due to out of RAM resource. However,
we can make the procedure much faster if we make our RAM resource larger,
and proceed with the sparse matrix. We believe that if we have much more
RAM resources, perhaps we can shorten the whole algorithm of forming
a similarity matrix from 10 hours into a few minutes with sparse matrix
algorithm. Also, we can have another sparse matrix for angular similarity.
In that case, we can make the result more accurate than our result.

And for our LightGBM model to predict movie profits. We use only a
small portion of movies from 2010 and predict quite well even in the far
future. If we have more movie data or more variables such as distribu-
tion companies’ financial information, marketing budgets, or inflation rates
for different countries. We believe that with the information we mentioned
above can help us predict much more accurately since they can be highly
relative to movie profits, or get more data for training. Additionally, since
the budget and film grossing data only counts theater performance, we are
actually not predicting real profits. Since the actual profits come from vari-
ous aspects, such as DVD, Blu-ray, or Netflix. Thus, if we have those related
data, we can predict profits on other platforms. However, we cannot find
any data that can let us successfully predict real profits for movies. Also,
with the variables we have, we can build different models for doing the same
job, which is predicting profits. Use those multiple models to either vote
for the final results or use multiple models as new multiple variables to get
final results. In other words, perhaps we can either use bagging or model
stacking techniques to let us get the results more precisely.

We also did the research for other aspects such as text mining for our
MovieLens 20M dataset. We basically did three different types of projects,
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see the word counts in different movie titles, and detect sequels for movies.
However, since the text data we possess are not ideal for text analysis, and
what we did is far from helping us classify movie profits. As a result, we
didn’t do much about those text data. The text data we have are only movie
titles, movie genres, and tags. So what we did are limited. First of all, we can
see the word counts for movie titles. Ideally, if we can recognize the emotion
through movie titles, it can be a new variable for predicting movie profits.
However, the word length for movie titles are far too short for emotion
recognition, the results will be far from the ground truth. Also, plenty of
movie titles will use the word that doesn’t even exist, such as SE7EN. As a
result, this project will not be a helpful reference for movie profit prediction.
The second project is to predict sequel, our ideal situation is also making the
movie is a sequel or not to be a variable for profits prediction. We know that
plenty of sequels can make great profits even the rating are not good or casts
are changed. Such as Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope (1977) and Star
Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace (1999). According to MovieLens
website, the average rating for Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope (1977)
is 4.11, but the rating for Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace
(1999) is only 3.08. However, with the cast change and low rating, Star
Wars 1 still outwin The Star Wars 4 for nearly 150 million. And of course,
the difference of 2 decades is huge, but there’s no doubt that the high profit
of Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace (1999) is somehow related
to the success of prequels. Anyway, we form 2 rules for detecting sequels.
One is that if the title has more than 1 word are the same. The other is
the genres have at least 1 in common. If two movies reach the command
of one of the rules, we see two as sequels. And the results are kind of far
from the ground truth. First, there are plenty of movie titles that are only
one word after tokenization with stop words, such as The Avengers (2012).
Also, some sequels are none of the same tokens, such as GoldenEye (1995)
and Licence to Kill (1989). Not to mention many sequels are none of the
same genres. Those cases above can see that those sequels we detected are
actually pretty far from the ground truth. As a result, we decide not to put
the variable in our profit detection model.

However, if we can find another dataset that can provide us more text
data, such as the script of movies, comments for movies, it is plausible that
we can make a deeper analysis of the text. But as the data we possess, this
is far from helping us to find movie profits more precisely.

For the last part, it will be a rough result if we just predict movie profits
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with three categories. We believe that it is possible to predict 4 categories
and remain not bad accuracy. However, if we try to predict more profit
categories, say 5, or try to calculate the exact number, we need more in-
formation. Namely, if we try to get more exact results, we will either need
more data or more variables. We believe that it is very possible if there are
more details to make that happened in the future.
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